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Abstract

One important limitation of pressure derivatives is diagnosing flow regimes in wells with high water cut 
and flowing conditions (Drawdown) because the well production are never stable due to surface operating 
constraint including multiphase metering problem and fluid compressibility, hence most drawdown are not easily 
interpretable due to noisy data. In some cases where the data are useful, the derivative data are always noisy 
and difficult to interpret, resulting in the application of deconvolution and various smoothing techniques to obtain 
a perceived representative model which often time might not.

This paper introduces a new statistical method for diagnosing flow regime for both flowing and shut-in 
conditions. The method utilize the second differencing of pressure and time parameters since pressure change 
and subsurface flow rate is non-stationary and then integrate the residual pressure differences using simple 
statistical tools such as sum of square error SSE, moving average MA and covariance of data to formulate the 
statistical derivative model. The model is tested with constant pressure, constant rate conditions and also in well 
with high water production 

Results from three scenarios investigated shows the statistical derivative display distinctive radial flow 
fingerprint as the conventional pressure derivative with clear reservoir features revealed with high degree of 
accuracy. It demonstrated that for high water production well, a good radial stabilization can be identified for good 
permeability estimation without smoothing the data. It also showed that in all three scenarios, the drawdown 
radial fingerprint can be replicated in the build-up pressure responses, hence a good match of the data. The 
approach also reduces the derivative noise in the radial flowing period for better interpretation of flow regimes. 
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Nomenclature
P: Pressure psi

T: Temperature

r: Radius ft

k: Permeability md

Ø: Porosity fraction

µ: Viscosity cp

 t: Time hrs

 q: Production rate bbl/day

B: Formation volume factor rb/Stb

Ct: Total compressibility psi-1

rw: Wellbore radius ft

∆p: Change in pressure psia

h: Formation thickness ft

x: Observed or sample values of a variable

y: Observed or sample values of a variable

A: Drainage Area acres; CA: Area compressibility psi-1

S: Skin dimensionless

Pwf: Bottom hole flowing pressure psi

Pi: Initial Pressure psi

Z: Difference between two point/ time series

i: Subscript of an observed variable

c: Subscript of a calculated variable

STEYX: SSE of data point

n: Number of data point

Cov: Covariance of data point

δ: Standard deviation

tp: Cumulative production time

Cs: Wellbore storage constant

x  : Mean of data point.
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Abbreviation: Statdiff: Statistical Difference; Statdev: Statistical 
Deviation; Statdev (SQR): Square-Root of Statistical Deviation; 
StatSSE: Statistical Sum of Square Error; Statdiv: Statistical Divisible; 
Stdev: Standard Deviation in Excel sheet; VEMST: Victor Emmanuel 
Mike Statistical Techniques; SSE: Sum of Square Error; MSE: Mean 
Square Error; PPD: Primary Pressure Derivative Function; WBHP: 
Well Bottom Hole Pressure; LGR: Local Grid Refinement

Introduction
Subsurface geology and hydrology are heterogeneous, complex, 

and difficult to characterize (e.g. Neumann and Di Federico, 2003); 
hence the concept of porous media flow, heat conduction, neutron 
diffusion, or elastic waves have being used by hydrology researchers to 
capture the fluid flow behavior using complex mathematical equations 
such as diffusion and advection-dispersion developed into partial 
differential equation (PDE) often in pressure term. Transient, confined 
groundwater flow in an elastic aquifer is governed by this diffusion 
PDE with generalized linear and non-linear problems that can often be 
approximated adequately by linearizing with Laplace transformation 
using some boundary conditions and assumption. Typically, the 
analytical solution developed from simplified set of conditions solves 
the groundwater flow equation and the pressure derivative term of the 
analytical solution is used to diagnose the transient and pseudo steady 
state flowing conditions. Likewise the same procedure or workflow is 
applicable for modeling fluid flow behavior in a typical oil, water and 
gas reservoir. 

To understand, analyze and predict the movement of subsurface 
fluid such as groundwater used for geothermal energy generation, 
researchers relies on the measurement, analysis and interpretation of 
aquifer parameters such as pressures data which is used to estimates 
aquifer properties like permeability, reservoir size, heterogeneity and 
initial pressure [1].

Flow in a reservoir is often characterized as either transient or 
boundary-dominated. Transient flow occurs when the reservoir 
boundaries have not been felt in which the reservoir is said to be infinite-
acting. This occurs in the early life of a well. At this point, the size of the 
reservoir has no effect on the well productivity and performance, and 
from analysis of pressure or production data, nothing can be deduced 
about the reservoir size. Transient flow forms the basis of a domain 
of reservoir engineering called Pressure Transient Analysis (PTA), 
also known as welltest interpretation which is used extensively for 
volumetric estimation, well deliverability, reservoir characterization 
and efficient field management. 

However its accuracy depends on precise analysis and integrated 
reservoir studies. For over 4 decades, welltesting has been transformed 
from a level mainly interested in determining a well’s productivity 
to a sophisticated discipline capable of characterizing the reservoir 
geometry, boundary and heterogeneity [2-8]. 

Pressure transient analysis depends strongly on complex 
equations of fluid flow for a well flowing at a constant rate. At the 
initial conditions, the flow regime is transient, but when all the 
reservoir boundaries have been felt, the well flows at steady state (if 
a constant pressure boundary exists) or at pseudo-steady state (if all 
the boundaries are no-flow boundaries). It is well-known that during 
pseudo-steady state, the pressure throughout the reservoir declines at 
the same rate, and the reservoir is assumed to be acting like a tank. 
The theory of pseudo-steady state is applicable to a situation where the 
well is flowing at a constant flow state; if there is a single well which 

is producing, the pressure distribution of this well as time changes is 
constant. Invariably a well depicts infinite-acting reservoir condition if 
the boundary response has not been felt but immediately the pressure 
perturbation hits the boundary, the well is no longer infinite-acting in 
nature but in pseudo steady state flowing condition. Similarly, for an 
enclosed reservoir system with a single producing well, the pressure 
distribution of this well can be described as boundary dominated 
which is pseudo-steady in nature and occur when the pressure hits 
the boundary. Modeling the processes that governs these flowing 
conditions entails complex mathematical equations that have been 
simplified over the years by researchers. 

Muskat [9] and Theis [10] introduced the fluid flow diffusivity 
model using only one fraction of data to mimic fluid flow in producing 
water well considering the fluid compressibility and also deformation 
of the aquifer behaviour. Since then, several researches have been done 
to simplify the fluid flow diffusivity equation using linear and nonlinear 
solution. This pave way for the application of Miller [11] specialized 
pressure-time plot and several type curves starting from Agarwal [12], 
Ramey [13] and Gringarten [14] and many other in PTA.

 However identification of the radial flow was still a difficult task 
for welltest specialist, reservoir engineers and petroleum engineering 
researchers before the early eighties until the emergence of the derivative 
approach. The derivative method which is the greatest breakthrough 
in welltest analysis was introduced by French Mathematician Bourdet 
[15]. It has remained the reference solution for identifying flow 
regime, boundary response and also for diagnosing complex reservoir 
features till date. This approach has helped to reduce the uncertainties 
surrounding the interpretation of welltest data because key regions of 
radial flow and boundary features have been adequately diagnosed. 
However due to the non-unique solution of the mathematical fluid 
flow equation, mostly in heterogeneous reservoir, most engineers 
in the industry are compelled to use analytical model and typecurve 
solution to match complex model which is often times not realistic. 
Assumptions made are ignored while pursuing a perfect match and 
result obtained from this approach are often misleading [16]. 

 This marks the beginning of numerical welltesting in the industry 
by Zheng [16]. This approach started from the early 1990s [17-21] 
More advances were made by Zheng [16] providing more solutions to 
the non-unique solution problems in heterogeneous reservoir through 
numerical welltesting, thereby promoting its application. More papers 
have been published by researchers on the subject reflecting the 
advancement of numerical well testing and its application in solving 
various reservoirs engineering practical problem.

 One of the main limitations of the pressure derivative is that the 
measured pressure data must be constructed into derivative data, by 
means of numerical differentiation. Often time derivative data from 
real field are very noisy and difficult to interpret, resulting to various 
smoothing techniques developed by researcher on this subject. It is 
practically believed that, often smoothing of pressure derivative data 
alters the characteristics of the data. 

 Another limitation of the derivatives is diagnosing flow regimes 
in wells with high water production and also in flowing period of the 
test (Drawdown) because the well production is never stable. Surface 
operating constraint including multiphase metering problem and fluid 
compressibility makes it difficult to achieve stable or constant rate 
during test, hence most drawdown are not interpretable due to noisy 
data. In some cases where the data are useful, the derivative data are 
always noisy and difficult to interpret, resulting in the application of 
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support for welltest interpretation on complex and varying frequency 
data.

The statistical models

The new methods tend to derive the pressure derivative functions
( )i wfd p pd p

dt dt
−∆

= , 
ln

d p td pt p
d t dt
∆ ∆

= ∆ =  using 1st and 2nd pressure and time 

differencing and statistical parameters. This is an improvement to the 
first publication by Victor et al. [23] in which the approach was limited 
to only buildup data and condition. As stated in the first publication, 
“the statistical models are derived from differencing method in time 
series analysis which is common in advanced statistical forecasting 
where it is often used to transform a non-stationary time series into a 
stationary time series”. The statistical parameters used include standard 
error of the estimate (STEYX, SEE), covariance (COV), unexplained 
variation (SSE) which helped to provide both positive and negative 
relationship between pressure and time (high correlation) in order 
to mimic the pressure derivatives generated from differentiating the 
linear solution of the fluid flow diffusivity equation in radial systems. 
Also the residual of the variation in pressure and time is integrating in 
the statistical model using the SSE and SEE parameters.

The statistical approach utilized simple statistical tools such as the 
product and exponential of 1st and 2nd difference of a well bottom-hole 
flowing or shut-in pressure tied to the standard deviation and sum of 
square difference of this data to generate the statistical models such as 
Statdiv, StatSSE, Statdev, StatExp, Stattdev and Statddev which is then 
used as diagnostic tools to help identify possible key flow regimes for 
reservoir description and support the derivative approach for better 
interpretation of complex features [23,26].

If n values P1, P2… Pn of a time series are observed, the first 
difference of the time series values P1, P2 … Pn are;
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Equation 5 and 6 are known as model A and B. These are similar to 
semilog pressure-time curve but are used for identifying flow regimes 
and calculation of wellbore and reservoir parameters to support the 
interpretation from the type-curve and derivatives methods. The 
idea is to keep it simple and also create room for improved reservoir 
properties estimation for better reservoir characterization [27].

The six models mimicking the log-log pressure derivative approach 
are derived using the steps below. 

First the 1st pressure and time differencing are obtained:

0t iP P P∆ = −                    (7)

1t i it t t+∆ = −                     (8)

Then the divided 1st differencing for pressure and time is derived:

( ) ( )
( )

1
2

P i
dev i

P
∆ +

∆ =
∆

                  (9)

deconvolution and various smoothing techniques to obtain a perceived 
representative model which often time might not be. 

 However, in practice, each current method of transient data 
analysis has its own strengths and limitations with no single pressure 
and production data analysis method capable of handling all types of 
data and reservoir types with clear reliable result [22]. The log derivative 
and derivative type-curve which have remained reference flow regimes 
diagnostic tools for over four decades are the only unified approach for 
well-test interpretation and are applicable in a wide range of situations. 
This is an improvement to the first publication by Victor [23] in which 
the approach was tested only on buildup data.

Theory of pressure transient analysis 

Pressure transient analysis is based on the radial diffusivity 
equation which relates pressure to time and drainage radius. The 
simplest solution to this equation is valid for a single well in an infinite 
reservoir. The radial diffusivity equation is given by:

2

2
1 1

0.0002637
tcd P dP dP

r dr k dtdr
ϕµ

+ =                 (1)

Where the units of viscosity µ are in cp, permeability k is measured 
in mD, pressure P in psi, radius r in ft, compressibility ct as psi-1, and 
time t in hours while porosity φ is dimensionless. The solution to the 
radial diffusivity equation (1) enables the engineer, fluid flow specialist 
and the academic to perform a conventional analysis for various 
bottom-hole pressure tests. Unfortunately however, the assumptions 
made within the diffusivity solutions are not always applicable to all 
bottom-hole pressure tests.

As stated in the first publication of the statistical approach by Victor 
[23], “The diagnosis of the flow which appear as distinctive patterns in 
the pressure-derivative curve, is a vital point in welltest interpretations 
since each flow regime reflects the geometry of the flow streamlines 
in the tested formation, hence, for each flow regime identified, a 
set of well and/or reservoir parameters can be estimated using the 
region of the transient data that exhibits the characteristic pattern 
behavior”. These flow regimes exhibit characteristic flow patterns, such 
as radial, spherical, linear and bilinear [24] and are recognized as a 
horizontal line, negative half slope, half slope and quarter slope on the 
pressure-derivative curve. This demonstrates that the log-log plot of 
the pressure-derivative is a powerful tool for model identification in 
pressure transient analysis [23].

The logarithm derivative function can be expressed as;

ln
d p d pt
d t dt
∆ ∆

=       (2)

Horne [25] formulates a mathematical model for the derivative 
which is given as:

i

p pt A
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For situations where the production rates are varying, recovery 
data with changing sampling frequency have to be interpreted or there 
is time shift errors effect, the derivative diagnostic plot is conditionally 
used provided the data are pre-processed by a deconvolution technique. 
This paper presents the statistical derivative method which acts as a 
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The residual for the pressure and time differencing are generated 
using the statistical functions such as standard deviation between data 
point:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )2,pdd i SQRT pt i xSTDEV dev Pδ= ∆ ∆ ∆               (11)

To reduce the noise effect arising from the differencing, the square 
root of the standard deviation of the 1st differencing and the divided 
1st differencing for pressure is obtained:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )2,pdd i SQRT pt i xSTDEV dev Pδ= ∆ ∆ ∆     (12)

Finally, the six statistical models for flow regime diagnosis are 
given as: 

Model 1: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2StatDev i SQRT pdd i x dev i x P i= ∆ ∆              (13)

Model 2: The Exponential function 

( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )2 2StatExp i SQRT EXP SQRT P xpdd i x P i= ∆ ∆             (14) 

Model 3: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2StatdDev i SQRT pdd i x dev i x P i x P i= ∆ ∆ ∆     (15) 

Model 4: The Time function

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1,,1, ++∆∆= iStatDeviStatDevittittSTDEViStattDev   (16)

Model 5:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0.4 2 2 2 2
i 1 i i i 1

dev(i) tt(i) pt(i)StatdDev i p(i 1) p(i) *pdd(i)* *Exp t t t t *
p(i) tt(i 1) p(i)

δ
+ −

 ∆ ∆ ∆
= ∆ + − ∆ + + − − ∆ ∆ + ∆   (17) 

Model 6: 

( )2 p(i 1) tt(i)StatdDev i * p(i) Exp * pt(i)*pdd(i)
p(0) tt(i 1)

δ
   ∆ + ∆

= ∆ + ∆   ∆ ∆ +   
 (18)

In the three scenarios investigated, equations 17 and 18 
are statistical models used for flow regime diagnosis. The log-
log of equations 13 to 18 are similar to log-log derivatives used 
for identifying flow regimes. They are also used for calculation 
of wellbore and reservoir parameters in order to support the 
interpretation from the convention method or type-curve after the 
analysis of the log-log derivative plot. 

Figure 1 is the stepwise workflow used for generating the 
statistical models Statdiv, StatSSE, Statdev, StatExp, Statddev and 
Stattdev for the semilog and log-log diagnostic responses in pressure 
transient analysis. Also Figure 2 shows the different statistical 
models generated from equation 13 to 18 [28,29].

Example 

Table 1 presents a summary of the well and reservoir synthetic 
data used for the tested build-up and drawdown simulated scenario 
with additional information given below. It is required to generate 
the bottomhole pressures and derivative, compare their diagnostic 
signatures.

Assumption

•	 Oil reservoir+Gas Cap, completed with one well.

•	 LGR was imposed around the well and far across to 
account for pressure changes 

WBHP around the local grid refinement (wellbore) is output using 
Eclipse keywords. The following scenarios were evaluated: 

a. Constant pressure solution

b. Constant rate solution

c. High water production imposed on well

Figure 3 shows the summary of the flowing and shut-in sequence 
for the 3 scenarios.

In scenario a, the bottomhole flowing pressure WBHP is fixed at 
3500psia and the well is allow to produce as much as possible. WBHP 
is measured from the LGR keyword in order to monitor the sharp 
changes in pressure around the wellbore. The ideal drawdown and 
build-up data were analyzed using the conventional and statistical 
methods. 

The statistical derivative plot in Figure 4 shows a good radial 
stabilization after 1.0hrs for both (drawdown and buildup analysis) but 
with different dp’ flat points. In addition, the late time effect is seen in 
the drawdown clearly indicating a change in mobility effect.

However in the convention derivative method, the log-log build-up 
plot depict similar radial stabilization fingerprint in the drawdown but 
noisy and continuous drop in the build-up derivative as seen in Figure 
5. This feature differs with the drawdown scenario in the conventional 
method and the statistical method. In both approach no smoothing is 
allowed in order to capture the real data behavior 

To test this approach with constant production rate solution, a 
fixed rate of 200 bopd is imposed on the well while the bottomhole 
flowing pressure is monitored and analyzed. No smoothing technique 
is applied as usual. In this scenario b, the statistical derivative log-
log plot shown in Figure 6 exhibit good radial stabilization after 1 h 
in both build-up and drawdown as in scenario a. This confirms that 
the radial flow effect starts at 1 h. However, this feature is absent in 
the conventional method and slightly seen in the buildup derivative 
curveas shown in Figure 7.

One important limitation of the derivatives is diagnosing 
flow regimes in 2 phase fluid flow condition due to the fact that 
the drawdown are prompt to noisy data. To view the effect of 2 
phase flow on the statistical derivative, a fixed bottomhole pressure 
of 1000 psia is imposed on the well and BSW starting from 20% 
increases to almost 70% during the drawdown test.

In this scenario, the radial stabilization is deferred to 3hrs during 
the drawdown and 6hrs for the buildup for the statistical derivative. 
The first 1hrs witness a flat line and change of mobility probably 
due to 2 phase fluid flow at the wellbore (gravity effect). Also a final 
radial flow for both buildup and drawdown is seen in Figure 8 after 
10 h. Nevertheless it is in line with the result from scenario a and 
b. However for the conventional method, a sharp drop in buildup 
derivative is seen after 1hrs with no radial stabilization as shown in 
Figure 9.

 In this scenario, the derivative did not depict radial flow for 
both drawdown and buildup but indicates drop in derivative at late 
time which differs with scenario a and b interpretation.

In summary, the statistical derivative has demonstrated that 
for high water production well, a good radial stabilization can be 
identified for good permeability estimation without smoothing 
the data. Also it has shown in all three scenarios that, the drawdown 
fingerprint can be replicated in the build-up pressure responses, hence 
a good match of the data [30-34]. 

A summary of the statistical versus conventional derivatives log-
log are shown for different reservoir and well conditions from Figure 
10-26.
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Figure 1: Workflow for statistical models formulation using pressure and time data.

Figure2: Statistical models for flow regime identification
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drawdown).

Parameters Design Value
Eclipse model Black Oil

Model dimension 10 X 5 X 5
Length by Width ft by ft 400 X 400

Thickness ft 250
Permeability  Kx by Ky md 50.0  by 50.0

Porosity % 20
Well diameter ft 0.65

Initial water saturation Swi  % 22
Permeability, K, md 50

Gas Oil contact GOC ft 8820
Oil water contact OWC ft 9000.0
Initial Pressure, Pi, psia 3600.0

Formation Temperature, T, oF 200.0

Table 1: Reservoir and fluid data for example 1.0 for three scenarios tested
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Summary of statistical versus conventional derivatives for different reservoir conditions  
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Figure 11: Comparisons of StatDDev and StattDev diagnostics approach.

Conclusion
The following inference was drawn from the three scenarios 

reviewed;

•	 For constant pressure, constant rate conditions and well 
with high water production, the statistical derivatives display 
distinctive radial flow fingerprint with clear radial stabilisation 
at high degree of accuracy. 

•	 In all three scenarios, it has shown that, the drawdown 
fingerprint can be replicated in the build-up pressure responses, 

hence a good match of the data.

•	 It also demonstrated that for high water production well, radial 
stabilization can be identified for permeability estimation 
without smoothing the data. 

•	 The approach also reduces the pressure noise in the radial flow 
period for better interpretation of flow regimes. 

•	 The model helps to identify/or diagnose possible reservoir flow 
regimes for reservoir description and also acts as a checkbox/
support to the pressure derivative approach in PTA.
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Figure 12: StatExp for high K with undefined boundary response and all statistical models for reservoir model diagnosis.
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Figure 13: Comparisons of derivative and StaDev plot for reservoir model diagnosis.   
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Figure 14: Comparisons of StatDDev and StattDev diagnostics approach.
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Figure 15: StatExp for low K in a closed boundary response and all statistical models for reservoir model diagnosis.
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Figure 16: Comparisons of derivative and StatDev diagnostics approach.
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Figure 17: Comparisons of StatDDev and StattDev diagnostics approach.
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Figure 18: StatExp for low K in a closed boundary response.
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Figure 19: Comparisons of derivative and StatDev diagnostics approach.
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Figure 20: Comparisons of StatDDev and StattDev diagnostics approach.
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Figure 21: StatExp for low K in a closed boundary response.
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Figure 22: Comparisons of derivative and StatDev diagnostics approach.

Figure 22: Comparisons of Derivative and StatDev Diagnostics Approach   
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Figure 23: Comparisons of StatDDev and StattDev diagnostics approach.
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Figure 24: StatExp for low K in a closed boundary response.
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Figure 25: All statistical models for reservoir model diagnosis and StatExp for low K in a closed boundary response.
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Figure 26: All statistical models for reservoir model diagnosis and StatExp for low K in a closed boundary response.
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